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casacore casacore developments since 1-May-2009developments since 1-May-2009

Release 1.0.1Release 1.0.1

GeneralGeneral  
Removed all warningsRemoved all warnings  (by -W -Wall)(by -W -Wall)

Several bug fixesSeveral bug fixes

Improved Improved doxygen doxygen documentationdocumentation

Merging NRAO changesMerging NRAO changes

MSSelectionMSSelection, Images, Images

FFTServer FFTServer can choose between fftw3 and can choose between fftw3 and fftpackfftpack

–– Not committed yetNot committed yet

Build systemBuild system

Removed directory level (e.g. casa/casa is now casa)Removed directory level (e.g. casa/casa is now casa)

Scons Scons files improved (removed files improved (removed batchbuildbatchbuild..pypy))

Addition of Addition of cmake cmake (not committed yet)(not committed yet)

Replaced Replaced floatcheckfloatcheck..sh sh by by floatcheckfloatcheck..pypy
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casacore casacore developments since 1-May-2009developments since 1-May-2009

TablesTables

Added program Added program ‘‘showtablelockshowtablelock’’

Added Table::Added Table::getLockedTablesgetLockedTables

Some small changes to accommodate Some small changes to accommodate LofarStManLofarStMan

Dynamic loading of data managersDynamic loading of data managers

DeriveDerive  #rows from Data Manager#rows from Data Manager

Easier to change Data Manager in Easier to change Data Manager in TableCopy TableCopy (new class (new class DataManInfoDataManInfo))

Buffered and Buffered and mmap-ed mmap-ed access to access to TiledStManTiledStMan

addColumn addColumn for for RefTable/ConcatTable RefTable/ConcatTable (optional (optional addToParentaddToParent))

Comparison done with HDF5 for tiled accessComparison done with HDF5 for tiled access

HDF5 is slow forHDF5 is slow for  finer grained iterationfiner grained iteration

TaQLTaQL

Added COUNT commandAdded COUNT command

Small preparations for GROUPBY and HAVINGSmall preparations for GROUPBY and HAVING

Added program Added program ‘‘taqltaql’’
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casacore casacore developments since 1-May-2009developments since 1-May-2009

ArraysArrays

Use 64-bit Use 64-bit int int for shape and number of elementsfor shape and number of elements

Use of STL-style Use of STL-style iterators iterators in in ArrayMath/LogicalArrayMath/Logical

Added Added transformInPlace transformInPlace and and arrayTransform arrayTransform functions (with functions (with FunctorsFunctors))

real/imag real/imag support on complex Arrayssupport on complex Arrays

 Images Images

Added telescope position in Added telescope position in ObsInfo ObsInfo ((obsgeo obsgeo in FITS)in FITS)

StringsStrings

Added Added stringDistancestringDistance

QuantaQuanta

Better way to derive typeBetter way to derive type  (not committed yet)(not committed yet)

Current wayCurrent way  uses uses statics statics thatthat  are not always shared between shared librariesare not always shared between shared libraries

MeasuresMeasures

measuresdata measuresdata to update the measures tables (except JPL)to update the measures tables (except JPL)
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casacore casacore futurefuture

Focus is on bug fixingFocus is on bug fixing

Limited time for new developmentsLimited time for new developments

Nothing planned. Possibilities:Nothing planned. Possibilities:

GeneralGeneral

Better deal with char on IBM systems (isBetter deal with char on IBM systems (is  unsigned)unsigned)

Remove Remove mallocmalloc..h/cch/cc

Adding thread-safetyAdding thread-safety

Multi-threading in a few places using Multi-threading in a few places using OpenMP OpenMP (e.g. (e.g. LatticeCleanLatticeClean))

Use new C++ features (e.g. move semantics)Use new C++ features (e.g. move semantics)

Replace Map and other containers by STL counterpartsReplace Map and other containers by STL counterparts

Iterators Iterators and transform functions on and transform functions on MaskedArrayMaskedArray

TablesTables

Addition of GROUPBY/HAVING to Addition of GROUPBY/HAVING to TaQLTaQL

Default use of TSM::Cache for new columnsDefault use of TSM::Cache for new columns

Split into Tables, Split into Tables, DataManDataMan, and , and TaQLTaQL

Easier access toEasier access to  data managers with a new data managers with a new get/setProperty get/setProperty functionfunction

ImagesImages

Support for distributed processing of LELSupport for distributed processing of LEL

Add Add runningMedianrunningMedian, etc. to LEL, etc. to LEL

Extension of LEL with regionsExtension of LEL with regions
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pyrappyrap

libpyraplibpyrap

Converters forConverters for  casacore casacore and STL types to/from pythonand STL types to/from python

Bindings Bindings of of casacore libraries to casacore libraries to pythonpython

pyrappyrap.tables.tables

tabletable, , tablerowtablerow, , tablecolumntablecolumn, , tableitertableiter, , tableindextableindex

pyrappyrap..quantaquanta

pyrappyrap..measuresmeasures

pyrappyrap..functionalsfunctionals

pyrappyrap.fitting.fitting

pyrappyrap..imagesimages

masks masks as proper as proper numpy masks numpy masks ((thus negatedthus negated))
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libpyraplibpyrap

Uses Boost.Python (boost-1.34 or higher)Uses Boost.Python (boost-1.34 or higher)

Converters to/from pythonConverters to/from python

Scalars (any integer, float, double, complex, Scalars (any integer, float, double, complex, dcomplexdcomplex))

Also from Also from numpy numpy array elementsarray elements

std::string, casa::String to/from stringstd::string, casa::String to/from string

ArrayArray  to/from to/from numpy numpy (or (or numarraynumarray))

from Array<String> somewhat special (as a from Array<String> somewhat special (as a dictdict))

(Table)Record to/from (Table)Record to/from dictdict

std::vector, casa::Vector, std::vector, casa::Vector, IPosition IPosition to/from listto/from list

Also from any other sequence or scalarAlso from any other sequence or scalar

Values in Values in IPosition IPosition are reversedare reversed

Exceptions to Exceptions to RunTimeErrorRunTimeError

casa::casa::IterError IterError to to StopIterationStopIteration

Can also convertCan also convert  pythonized pythonized classes (e.g. casa::classes (e.g. casa::TableProxyTableProxy))

Also aAlso a  sequence of themsequence of them
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libpyrap libpyrap arraysarrays

Supports Supports numpy numpy and and numarraynumarray

numarray not needed anymorenumarray not needed anymore

Various numpy array Various numpy array types are handledtypes are handled

Normal array with Normal array with 1 1 or or more more dimensionsdimensions

numpynumpy..arrayarray([[1,2,3],[4,5,6]])([[1,2,3],[4,5,6]])

NumpyNumpy..arrayarray([[]])          #([[]])          #empty empty 2-dim 2-dim arrayarray

Empty arrayEmpty array

numpynumpy..arrayarray()()

Scalar arrayScalar array

numpynumpy..arrayarray(1)(1)

Arrays Arrays in in C-order by reversing C-order by reversing the the axesaxes

also also in in IPositionIPosition

In C++ as In C++ as ValueHolderValueHolder

Can convert to Array Can convert to Array of of any any typetype
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Binding a classBinding a class

Can use pyste or pyCan use pyste or py++++

No No experience with itexperience with it

pyrappyrap.tables etc. are .tables etc. are created by created by handhand

Define standard Define standard python python functions where applicablefunctions where applicable

__str____str__

__len____len__

__getitem____getitem__

__setitem____setitem__

Documentation Documentation in in docstrings docstrings inin  reST formatreST format

Extracted using sphinxExtracted using sphinx

Docstrings can be given Docstrings can be given in Boost.Python, in Boost.Python, but easier but easier in .in .pypy
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pyrappyrap.tables example.tables example

import import pyrappyrap.tables.tables  as as ptpt

import import numpy numpy as as npnp

t = t = ptpt..tabletable((‘‘GER.MSGER.MS’’))                    # open # open tabletable

print t[0]print t[0]                                              # print # print first rowfirst row

for iter for iter in t.in t.iteriter([([‘‘ANTENNA1ANTENNA1’’,,’’ANTENNA2ANTENNA2’’]):]):

        print print iteriter..nrowsnrows() ()                     # print # print nr nr of of rows for each rows for each baselinebaseline

        # # or  or  print print lenlen((iteriter))

ts ts = t.= t.sortsort((‘‘unique unique TIMETIME’’)       # )       # sort uniquely on sort uniquely on TIME TIME into reftableinto reftable

times times = = tsts..getcolgetcol((’’TIMETIME’’)       )         # # get get as as numpy numpy vectorvector

diff diff = = timestimes[1:] - [1:] - timestimes[:-1]    # [:-1]    # get get stepssteps

print print npnp..wherewhere((diff diff != != diffdiff[0])  # [0])  # find mismatching find mismatching stepssteps

tcol tcol = = tsts.col(.col(‘‘TIMETIME’’)    )                    # # tablecolumn tablecolumn objectobject

times times = = tcoltcol..getcolgetcol()  ()                      # # get values get values as as numpy numpy vectorvector

times times = = tcoltcol[-1::-1]    [-1::-1]              #         # get reversed values get reversed values as listas list
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pyrap pyrap futurefuture

Create new Create new releaserelease

Support Support for quanta/measures for quanta/measures in in pyrappyrap.tables.tables

More More functionality functionality in in pyrappyrap.images.images

Currently no advanced functionality Currently no advanced functionality ((like like fitting, fitting, smoothingsmoothing))

Measures Measures GUI (a la GUI (a la GlishGlish))
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TaQL TaQL examplesexamples

Copy Copy CORRECTED_DATA CORRECTED_DATA to to DATADATA

    taql taql ‘‘update update mymy..ms ms set DATA = CORRECTED_DATAset DATA = CORRECTED_DATA’’

Flag Flag baselines baselines with with antenna CS001 antenna CS001 or or CS024CS024

    taql taql ‘‘update update mymy..ms ms set FLAG = set FLAG = True where anyTrue where any([ANTENNA1,ANTENNA2] in([ANTENNA1,ANTENNA2] in

                    [select [select rowidrowid() () from from ::ANTENNA ::ANTENNA where where NAME in [NAME in [““CS001CS001””,,””CS024CS024””]])]])’’

Subtract Subtract background background from from a 2-D image a 2-D image by subtracting by subtracting the the median median in a 51,51 box in a 51,51 box around earound each ach pixelpixel

    taql taql ‘‘update update mymy..img img set map = map - set map = map - runningmedianrunningmedian(map, 25)(map, 25)’’

Add Add a a line to line to the HISTORY the HISTORY table table of of an an MSMS

    taql taql "insert into some.MS/HISTORY (OBSERVATION_ID,TIME,MESSAGE,ORIGIN) values"insert into some.MS/HISTORY (OBSERVATION_ID,TIME,MESSAGE,ORIGIN) values

              (0,     (0, mjdmjd(),'$USER conjugated DATA column',(),'$USER conjugated DATA column','TaQL''TaQL')")"
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Casacore Casacore unit testingunit testing

tX tX in Module/testin Module/test

tXtX.cc.cc  file contains code (use file contains code (use AlwayAssertAlwayAssert(Exit))(Exit))

Optional Optional tXtX.out file contains expected .out file contains expected stdoutstdout

Optional Optional tXtX.run file contains.run file contains  scriptscript

assay executes the testassay executes the test

If present, executes If present, executes tXtX.run file, otherwise.run file, otherwise  tXtX

If present compares If present compares tXtX.out with .out with stdoutstdout

Ignores parts enclosed in >>> and <<<Ignores parts enclosed in >>> and <<<

Takes care ofTakes care of  floating point differencesfloating point differences

Deletes Deletes tX_tmptX_tmp* files (thus name this way)* files (thus name this way)

Return status: 0=success,Return status: 0=success,  3=untested, else=error3=untested, else=error

scons scons test, make test, or test, make test, or ctest ctest runs all testsruns all tests


